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Investment professionals like to see themselves rational and informed. However, two economists show that the most market strategies do not work. Why this is - and what it really depends on the stock market.

Sophisticated computer models, detailed Excel spreadsheets: if investment professionals present their investment strategies, they like to give the impression of science. Every decision is based on hard facts, any investment success is precisely planned.

But it is probably only in the rarest of cases. In truth counts: pure luck.

The thesis does not arise as a master table discussion of victims of Deutsche Telekom shares. It comes from the economists Campbell Harvey and Liu Yan and was in the prestigious journal "Journal of Portfolio Management" published.

Stock market professionals must now say goodbye to all certainties?

Method: poor

The two scientists are convinced that the statistical methods, looking with those economists and investment analysts for patterns in the stock market up-and-down, are insufficient. They are not capable of distinguishing the laws of chance.

"We can no longer use the conventional statistical tools", discs Harvey and Liu. "Financial analysts - whether practitioners or academics - have to understand that you can find seemingly successful trading..."
strategies by accident."
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### 484 Strategies in the test

Harvey and Liu claim that the statistical tests which investment strategies are reviewed, are not strict enough. Researchers are in their analysis 484 investment strategies for the stock market in the USA. Filter the most successful out - and then drag them to their rigorous statistical tests.

Result: After the stricter standards bring even the top strategies no increased profit.

### Strabismus after the excess return

An important aspect in Harvey and Liu's study is the so-called *Sharpe ratio*. This number refers to the excess return; so that part of the return of a completely risk-free rate of return (eg, from the installation to savings accounts) goes.

For example, if savers with a one percent interest rates achieved with the Share Fund XY but five percent, then the excess return is four percent.

According to the findings of the two economists investment professionals often rely on the strategies with the highest Sharpe ratio - a fallacy.

**Because:** "The Sharpe ratio does not represent the true profitability. Leads to a large number of tests, it turns out a high probability that the chosen investment strategy is highly profitable just by chance."

Fund Manager sway therefore false sense of security. They act only apparent on the basis of mathematical knowledge. Even if they are successful: Your luck can always tear.

### Better than the market

The experience seems to be right and Harvey Liu. Many managed funds, where professional money managers make investment decisions, cut in return underperformed the overall market.

Conclusion for investors: It is usually better, the money just in *so-called index funds* to put that track a large stock index stubborn.

**Why America is Not Normal**
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*Consumer advocates* advise in any case to this procedure. Index funds are not only more profitable than many managed funds. They also have significantly lower administrative costs - and therefore the better choice for investors.
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Investment Adviser me Graul a

by Axel Berger Wiele
Never trust your money to another who just want you abzocken. Ich erlebte das have the banks earn and not ich. Darauf I went to the broker, and it worked. I do not need advice, have long ago made at the checkout prices. If the next crash comes, I am the first of goes. Post Reply
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Investment Advisor ...

by Gerd Wirz

why sitting in the office of the Investment Adviser, but if he has a clear view ?? In a "highly profitable form of investment without risk" as the investment adviser, I had a handwritten addition added by the Treaty text! Correspondingly: If, despite all the assurances by the Investment Advisor I incur a loss, shall be liable to the bank / investment adviser! He did his part not sign the contract ... HILARIOUS or ???
Post Reply

14/03/2015
The interest rates are low and hardly invested

by Dieter Schmeerofen

Kind of weird. The interest rates are lower than ever, investing in energy prices in the basement, but hardly anyone. Many products are cheaper and the debts are highs. Curiously, the company will now absorb more credits. Save for the future, who does not. But on the stock exchanges, brokers sit with expectant faces in front of the screens and let the corks pop, so strong is the duration of the party. The central banks have no reference situation and navigate in blindly. All do the same. Prevent deflation with huge amounts of money. You want in inflation back to 2 per cent. Deflation, which is achieved through increased productivity is welcome. One that is caused by unused production capacity, not against it.
Post Reply

14/03/2015
Investment advisors are only puppets

by Uwe Ostertag

Most investment advisors are influenced in my opinion, subjective, because they have contracts with certain funds and they are also keen on additional commissions. If they were neutral, are objective, but also learned a sense of when and where to properly uses money, then the error rate would be much lower. Even professionals like Warren Buffett can very easily at certain times verspekulieren investments, but these again have the sense to compensate for other investments this. In spite of all investments are playing Russian roulette, which may also account for a certain charm, if one speculates on the basis of large reserves. Also analyzes by means of statistics are not infallible.
Post Reply
14/03/2015
For this purpose, I do not need economists

by Andreas Weber

I've found many years ago even when listening to the ramblings of most investment advisors. I always'll say yes, if the size only 10% as good as they can chatter, then the job would not make more because they all lie in the sun and would enjoy their millions .. Post Reply
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